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a b s t r a c t

Outbreaks of Legionnaires' disease require environmental testing of water samples from

potentially implicated building water systems to identify the source of exposure. A pre-

vious study reports a large impact on Legionella sample results due to shipping and delays

in sample processing. Specifically, this same study, without accounting for measurement

error, reports more than half of shipped samples tested had Legionella levels that arbitrarily

changed up or down by one or more logs, and the authors attribute this result to shipping

time. Accordingly, we conducted a study to determine the effects of sample holding/

shipping time on Legionella sample results while taking into account measurement error,

which has previously not been addressed. We analyzed 159 samples, each split into 16

aliquots, of which one-half (8) were processed promptly after collection. The remaining

half (8) were processed the following day to assess impact of holding/shipping time. A total

of 2544 samples were analyzed including replicates. After accounting for inherent mea-

surement error, we found that the effect of holding time on observed Legionella counts was

small and should have no practical impact on interpretation of results. Holding samples

increased the root mean squared error by only about 3e8%. Notably, for only one of 159

samples, did the average of the 8 replicate counts change by 1 log. Thus, our findings do not

support the hypothesis of frequent, significant (�¼ 1 log10 unit) Legionella colony count

changes due to holding.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Legionnaires' disease accounts for about 1e5% of community-

acquired pneumonia with perhaps 8000 to 18,000 cases occur-

ringannually intheUnitedStates, andreportedcasescontinue to

increase each year following a substantial increase in 2003

(Marston et al., 1997; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Dana Flanders).

by Elsevier Ltd. This is a
).
(CDC)&AdamsDA (Coord.), 2012; Neil and Berkelman, 2008). It is

indicated that legionellosis is greatly underdiagnosed and

underreported and the number of cases is likely greater than

reported (Bohteetal., 1995;Marstonetal., 1994).Thediseasehasa

fatality rate of about 5e30% and is higher among the immuno-

compromised (Marston et al., 1994; Hubbard et al., 1993). Disease

is caused by Legionella bacteria, usually L. pneumophila serogroup

1, althoughmany species and serogroups of Legionella can cause
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disease (Marston et al., 1994). Legionella is an important water-

borne bacterium that poses a significant health risk to people

exposed to the organism in aerosolized water droplets from

contaminatedwater systems (Fields et al., 2002).Water sampling

for Legionellabacteria is an essential component of investigations

of Legionnaires' disease outbreaks and sampling is useful in

identifying potentially contaminated sources with Legionella

isolates sometimes used to identify the source of the implicated

etiologic strain. In addition, water sampling for Legionella is

sometimes utilized to assess the efficacy of maintenance pro-

gramsanddisinfectionprocedureswhere sample quantitation is

particularly important.Legionellabacteriaarewidely found in low

levels in natural bodies of water (Fliermans et al., 1981) and, at

times, inpotable andnon-potable buildingwater systems (Fields

et al., 2002). Identification often involves cultures of the bacteria

in samples of water to which people are exposed.

To identify Legionella in water samples, the U.S. Centers for

DiseaseControl andPrevention (CDC) and theEuropeanHealth

Protection Agency recommend culture analysis. Culture anal-

ysis, however, has inherent variability e as do any other

quantitative microbiological culture methods (Niemi and

Niemelӓ, 2001). For example, if culture analysis is performed

on a particular water sample and repeated immediately on the

same sample, the first concentrationwill likely not be identical

to the second one, reflecting inherent measurement error. In

part, because of thismeasurement error, proficiency testing of

laboratories that perform Legionella analyses is conducted by

the CDC Environmental Legionella Isolation Techniques Evalu-

ation (ELITE) program in the U.S. and by the Centre for In-

fections Food and Environmental Proficiency Testing Unit

(FEPTU) in Europe. The inherentmeasurement error in culture

analysis is indicated by results from the CDC Elite proficiency

testing program (Lucas et al., 2011); they report a between-

laboratory standard deviation of 0.62 logs for the reported

Legionella counts (log transformed), similar intra-laboratory

variability, and an even greater deviation of reported counts

fromwhat was considered the true value.

In a recent publication, McCoy et al. (McCoy et al., 2012)

note that error in estimated counts from Legionella culture

analysis could arise due to a delay in plating the cultures, such

as would occur if a sample was shipped overnight from the

collection site to the laboratory. They report that culture an-

alyses they initiated immediately yielded different results

than did analyses that were delayed by holding samples for 6

or more hours at room temperature before plating. Notably,

they report that Legionella counts on 52% of their cultures

plated immediately differ by one order of magnitude or more

from counts obtained from a repeat culture of the same

sample, apart from the 6 plus hour delay. They attribute the

differences to the holding times. The authors report no sys-

tematic pattern of differences: they report that culture results

processed after holding can be either substantially higher or

substantially lower than immediately processed culture re-

sults, with no apparent systematic trend in either direction. If

holding time does adversely impact sample results, their

findings have significant implications for water sample

collection and analysis for Legionella during outbreak in-

vestigations and risk assessments.

Measurement error is an unavoidable component of

microbiological sampling, particularly when analyzing small-
volume samples using culture media, such as testing for

bacteria in water (American Public Health Association (APHA),

2005; Boulanger and Edelstein, 1995). It can be introduced

during a number of analytical steps, including unaccounted

for variation in sample volume analyzed, pipetting, spread

plating, selective procedures such as acid or heat treatment,

and incubation conditions (Niemi and Niemelӓ, 2001). Mea-

surement error can also be due to variability in water sample

characteristics including concentration of the organism in the

sample, concentrations of competing organisms in the sam-

ple, amount of debris, and the non-uniform distribution of

organisms in the sample. Despite its importance, we identified

only two peer-reviewed, published studies reporting within-

sample measurement error results for Legionella culture

(Lucas et al., 2011; Boulanger and Edelstein, 1995), a third

publication referring to one-order of magnitude “precision”

without indicating how the estimate was derived (McCoy

et al., 2012), plus websites, such as those that had reported

results from European proficiency testing (Lucas et al., 2011).

A potentially important limitation of the study by McCoy

et al. is that they did not account for the variability that is

inherent in the microbiological culturing of Legionella samples

(“measurement error”). Although they refer to 1-log “accu-

racy”, the methods described for evaluation of the effect of

holding time do not account for measurement error, for

example by replication or analytic correction. Instead, the

authors attributed any difference between the immediately

processed culture result and the corresponding result for the

same sample obtained after a delay entirely to the holding

time. However, if the inherent measurement error is impor-

tant, it could account for most of the difference between the

culture result obtained from the immediately processed

sample and the result obtained from the sample processed

after holding. On the other hand, if the measurement error is

relatively small, it would not account for the differences be-

tween these culture results. Thus, it is important to account

for inherent measurement error in evaluating the importance

of any impact of holding time on Legionella culture results.

The primary goal of our study is to estimate the impact of

holding time on culture results, after accounting for the random

within-samplemeasurement error thataffects cultureanalyses.

In particular, we estimate the average change in culture results

and the proportion of samples in which the Legionella count

changes by at least an order ofmagnitude after a one-day delay.

Secondarily,weassess thewithin-samplemeasurementerror in

culture results processed by direct culture, both with and

without delays. To estimate and to account for inherent mea-

surement error, we based analyses on replicate cultures e both

for samples plated immediately in the field, and for samples

processed in the laboratory after holding/shipping for one day.
2. Methods and materials

2.1. Water sample collection procedures and plating
schedule

2.1.1. Group A samples
Ninety 125-ml samples were collected from six different hotel

buildings using sterile polypropylene containers containing

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.05.025
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sodium thiosulfate, a chlorine and other oxidizing biocide

neutralizer. The samples represent many types of water sys-

tems (predominantly potable, but also non-potable water).

Samples were collected from hotel water systems and

included showers, sinks, spa tubs, hotwater storage tanks and

return systems, and two cooling towers. These samples were

collected in October 2012 in Nevada and California and ship-

ped from these locations.

Each of the original sampleswas split into 16 subsamples (8

replicates to be analyzed promptly in the field (Time¼ 0) and 8

replicates to be analyzed after shipping (Time¼ 1)). Each of the

16 subsamples was labeled with a unique code number to

blind laboratory analysts to the time of sample processing and

identity of the original sample. All eight of the Time ¼ 0 sub-

samples were promptly plated in the field (within amaximum

of 2 h of collection) and incubated at 35 �C. The next day, the

inoculated media plates for the 8 Time ¼ 0 subsamples were

shipped via priority overnight service in insulated boxes to the

laboratory. Upon receipt at the laboratory, the Time ¼ 0 plates

were incubated under recommended conditions of 35 �C with

3% CO2 for the remainder of the analysis. The remaining 8

subsamples (Time ¼ 1) were shipped on the day of collection

via priority overnight service in insulated boxes to the labo-

ratory for receipt the following day. These samples were

plated at the laboratory on the day of receipt and incubated at

35 �C with 3% CO2. All analytical procedures performed on the

Time ¼ 0 samples (plated promptly in the field) and Time ¼ 1

samples (plated after shipping) were the same, except for the

differences in timing of the plating, shipping, and incubation

as described above.

2.1.2. Group B samples
In addition, 69 samples were collected from building water

systems within close proximity to our laboratory which is

located near Atlanta, Georgia. These samples were collected

from one hospital and from multiple buildings at a large in-

dustrial complex and types of sources included sinks,

showers, hot water tanks and four cooling towers. These

samples were collected in July and August 2012 (26 samples)

and in March 2014 (43 samples). All of these samples were

immediately transported to the laboratory where each, orig-

inal sample was split into 16 subsamples (8 replicates were

plated and incubated promptly (Time ¼ 0) and the other 8

replicateswere held overnight at room temperature (21e23 �C)
prior to analysis the next day (Time ¼ 1)). Because of the close

proximity to our laboratory, the plating of the Time ¼ 0 sub-

sampleswas performedwithin 2 h of collection and incubated

immediately without any need for interrupting incubation for

shipping samples to the laboratory. The remaining 8 sub-

samples (Time ¼ 1) were held overnight at room temperature

(21e23 �C) (to simulate delays due to shipping) and platingwas

initiated within 22e26 h of collection using identical methods

to the Time ¼ 0 samples. The results from these 69 samples

(Group B) were similar to the 90 samples (Group A) collected

from other sites, so we reported results from all samples

combined in Section 3.1 (159 samples, 1272 replicates at

Time ¼ 0 and 1272 replicates at Time ¼ 1, n ¼ 2544). In Section

3.2, we also present results for Group B samples only. Impor-

tantly, there was no difference in sample preparation and

culture analysis used for samples processed immediately in
the field (Time ¼ 0) and after shipping to the laboratory

(Time ¼ 1) in both the original 69 samples and the larger

sample size of 90 samples.

2.2. Culture analysis for Legionella

All water samples (both from Time ¼ 0 and Time ¼ 1) were

analyzed using methods described below which include

minor modifications to the published CDC method (Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2005). Direct

plating as well as acid treatment of the samples (1:1 and 1:2

ratios) was conducted in the analysis. It should be noted that

all concentration steps were omitted from the analysis

(Time ¼ 0 and Time ¼ 1), as filtration is not practical to

perform in the field, outside of the laboratory. For this study,

0.1 ml of the water sample was spread plated onto twomedia:

buffered charcoal yeast extract (BCYE) agar and modified

GPVC (glycine, polymyxin B, vancomycin - without cyclohex-

imide). A total of three BCYE agar plates and three modified

GPVC plateswere inoculated for each sample and incubated at

35 �C with 3% CO2. After 4 days of incubation, all media were

examined initially for the presence of bacterial colonies hav-

ing characteristics of Legionella bacteria. Incubation of all

culture plates continued for a minimum of 7 days and a

maximum of 9 days with all final visual examinations for

presence of Legionella colonies occurring no earlier than Day 7.

Legionella colony counts were recorded as colony-forming

units per milliliter of sample (CFU/ml). Final concentrations

for each sample were calculated using the sample treatment

that resulted in the best recovery of Legionella bacteria. Both

types of media as well as the direct plate and acid treated

portions of the sample were evaluated to determine which

resulted in the greatest recovery of Legionella colonies. The

limit of detection (LOD) for this culture method is 10 CFU/ml.

Suspect colonies were identified to genus level based on

microscopic examination of colony characteristics and

demonstrating the requirement of L-cysteine Some isolates

(those detected from local samples) were further identified to

the species and serogroup level by serologic methods using

monovalent and polyvalent direct fluorescent antibody re-

agents and/or slide agglutination tests (Benson and Fields,

1998; Thacker et al., 1985).

2.3. Data analysis

We calculated descriptive statistics, including the proportion

of culture results in which Legionella was detected, mean,

median and geometric mean counts, and standard deviations

by experimental group referred to as the “Time ¼ 0” and

“Time¼ 1” groups. To reduce the possible impact of a few high

values, most analyses are based on logarithmic trans-

formation (base 10). Before taking logarithms, we replaced

values less than the limit of detection (LOD¼ 10 CFU/mlwhich

is reported by Lucas et al. to be approximately the LOD (Lucas

et al., 2011)), with the LOD divided by 10; with this substitution

the difference on the log scale between a count at the LOD and

a value less than the LOD is treated as a 1 log difference.

We used a number ofmeasures to characterize the effect of

holding time on Legionella counts. One measure of the impact

of holding time is the overall average difference between the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.05.025
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Table 1 e Summary of Legionella culture results by time (all samples, n ¼ 2544)a.

Time Meanb Log10 (GM) Median Meanc (no transformation) Percent �10 CFU/ml SDd Min Max

0 (n ¼ 1272) 0.536 (3.43) 0 40.0 31.4% 0.845 0 3150

1 (n ¼ 1272) 0.557 (3.61) 0 47.6 31.4% 0.882 0 1980

a Before taking logarithms, all values < LOD replaced by LOD/10.
b Mean count after logarithmic transformation; geometric mean.
c Arithmetic mean.
d Standard deviation, after logarithmic transformation.
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counts at Time ¼ 0 and those at Time ¼ 1; thus, we compare

the means, medians and geometric means at Time ¼ 0 with

those at Time ¼ 1. A second measure of the effect of holding

time is the absolute difference between themean count of the

8 subsamples at Time ¼ 0 (on the log scale) and the corre-

sponding mean of the 8 subsamples from the same sample at

Time¼ 1.We refer to this measure, when averaged overall 159

samples, as the mean absolute difference (MAD).

To assess within-sample measurement error, we calcu-

lated the within-sample standard deviation at Time ¼ 0 and

Time ¼ 1. We also calculated the root mean squared error for

the Time¼ 0 and for the Time¼ 1 subsamples (see Appendix A

for the equation used for the estimate and for an explanation

of why it is unbiased, if the assumption that the mean of the 8

replicates at Time ¼ 0 is unbiased).

We also evaluated how a binary analytic approach might

change by accounting for within-sample measurement error.

Therefore, we present results of “sensitivity” and “specificity”

analyses with counts dichotomized at the LOD (10 CFU/ml). To

account for (most of) the within-sample measurement error,

we based classification on the median of the 8 Time ¼ 0 sub-

samples. For these analyses, a “true positive” was operation-

ally defined as a sample in which the median of the 8

subsamples at Time ¼ 0 was greater than the LOD; all other

samples were operationally defined as “true negative”. Using

the true positive samples, sensitivity was then calculated as

the proportion of subsamples at Time ¼ 1 that were above the

LOD; using the true negative samples, specificity was calcu-

lated as the proportion of subsamples at Time ¼ 1 that were

below the LOD. In sensitivity analyses and for completeness,

we also analyzed these data using mixed, random effects

linear models (methods and results in Appendix B).

We conducted statistical analyses using all samples

(n ¼ 159 samples, 1272 replicates at Time ¼ 0 and 1272 at

Time ¼ 1) and then repeated analyses, restricting to those

samples (n¼ 82) for which 1 ormore of the 16 subsamples was

at or above the LOD (see Appendix C). We also performed

separate analyses for the 69 Group B samples (552 subsamples
Table 2 e Summary of Legionella culture results based on mean
n ¼ 69)a.

Mean absolute
differenceb

Median absol
difference

All (n ¼ 159) 0.121 0.095

Group B (n ¼ 69) 0.125 0.135

a Before taking logarithms, all values < LOD replaced by LOD/10.
b Difference between mean (Log-scale) at time 1 and time 0: average (jM
c Difference between median (Log-scale) at time 1 and time 0: average (j
at Time ¼ 0 and 552 subsamples at Time ¼ 1) that were

collected near our laboratory. These Time ¼ 0 subsamples

were processed immediately and analyzed without interrup-

tion (see Section 3.2 and Table 3). In sensitivity analyses, we

replaced values below the LOD with the LOD divided by the

square root of 2 (rather than 10) and re-estimated the root

mean squared error and repeated analyses based on random

effects models. We also repeated analyses with no trans-

formation, or using random rather than fixed effects for

sample, conducted analyses using a variance components

model with restricted maximum likelihood, and maximum

likelihood and type I sum of squares methods e all sensitivity

analyses led to similar conclusions.
3. Results

3.1. Results for all samples (Group A and Group B)

As shown in Table 1, the geometric mean Legionella count for

the 1272 subsamples processed immediately was 3.43 (arith-

metic mean40.0) and for those processed after holding was

3.61 (arithmetic mean47.6). The count was about 0.02 logs (4%)

or 7.5 CFU/ml (19%) higher, on average, after holding.

Approximately 31% of the 1272 subsamples had a Legionella

count of 10 CFU/ml or greater, both at Time ¼ 0 and Time ¼ 1.

The average of the 159 within-sample absolute differences

between the mean of the 8 replicates at Time ¼ 0, and the

mean of the 8 replicates of the same sample at Time ¼ 1 was

0.121 logs (Table 2). In other words, after accounting for (most

of) the within-sample measurement error by averaging the 8

replicates, the count changed by only 0.121 logs, on average.

The maximum absolute difference between these means was

1.06 logs and only a single value of the 159 absolute differences

changed by 1 ormore logs, after accounting for within-sample

error. The average of the 159 within-sample standard de-

viations, an indicator of within-sample measurement error,
of 8 replicates at each time (all samples, n ¼ 159; Group B,

ute
c

Max absolute
difference

Proportion of
mean differences �1b

1.06 0.006

0.88 0

eans,1 � Means,0j).
Medians,1 � Medians,0j).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.05.025
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Table 3 e Summary of Legionella culture results by time (Group B samples only, n ¼ 1104)a.

Time Meanb Log10
(GM)

Median Meanc

(no transformation)
Percent �10 CFU/ml SDd Min Max

0 (n ¼ 552) 0.53 (3.40) 1 18.7 34.4% 0.767 0 360

1 (n ¼ 552) 0.48 (3.03) 1 18.7 30.2% 0.767 0 330

a Before taking logarithms, all values < LOD replaced by LOD/sqrt(2).
b Mean count after logarithmic transformation; geometric mean.
c Arithmetic mean.
d Standard deviation, after logarithmic transformation.
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was 0.202 logs at Time ¼ 0 and it was only slightly greater at

Time ¼ 1 (0.208 logs).

The estimated rootmean squared error at Time¼ 0 is 0.337

logs using the Time ¼ 0 sample-specific mean concentration

as the true value. The estimated root mean squared error at

Time ¼ 1 is 0.370 logs, again using the Time ¼ 0 sample-

specific mean concentration as the true value. Thus, we esti-

mate that holding time increases the root mean squared error

by about 9.8%, again assuming that the subsamples processed

immediately are unbiased.

Fifty-two samples were operationally defined as “true

positive”whenwe dichotomized samples using themedian of

the 8 subsamples processed at Time¼ 0 to partially account for

within-sample random measurement error. With the

Time ¼ 0 median as the “gold standard” for each sample, the

sensitivity of the cultures obtained at Time ¼ 1 was 81.7% and

the specificity was 91.6%. However, when we restricted the

positive samples to those for which the median of the 8

Time ¼ 0 results was greater than twice the limit of detection

(>20 CFU/ml), the sensitivity of the individual Time ¼ 1 sub-

samples was 92.7% (i.e., without accounting for measurement

error at Time¼ 1). Themedian of the 8 subsamples at Time¼ 1

exceeded the LOD for these 49 of these 52 true positives

(sensitivity would be 94.2%, if based on the median of the

Time ¼ 1 subsamples) and the median of the 8 subsamples at

Time ¼ 1 for 106 of the 107 “true negatives”were less than the

LOD (specificity would be >99%, if based on the median of the

Time ¼ 1 subsamples). We repeated the analysis without ac-

counting for measurement error by randomly selecting 1 of

the 8 Time ¼ 0 replicates, treating it as the gold standard and

comparing it with one of the randomly chosen Time ¼ 1 rep-

licates. To increase stability, we repeated this process 50

times. Without accounting for within-sample measurement

error at all, our estimates of differences were lower

(sensitivity ¼ 80.1%, specificity ¼ 90.9%).

3.2. Results for only Group B samples

We also examined the 69 samples for which the Time ¼ 0

samples were processed at the laboratory within 2 h of

collection and the Time ¼ 1 samples were held until the

following day (to simulate shipping) prior to processing (Table

3). The average of the count in these 552 subsamples when

processed immediately was 18.7 CFU/ml (geometric

mean3.40) and the mean was 18.7 CFU/ml (geometric

mean3.30) for samples processed after holding. On the log

scale, the counts increased, on average, by 0.03 logs from

Time ¼ 0 to Time ¼ 1.
The average of the 69 within-sample absolute differences

between the mean of the 8 replicates at Time ¼ 0 and the

mean of the 8 replicates of the same sample at Time ¼ 1 was

0.125 logs. In other words, after accounting for most of the

randommeasurement error, the absolute difference in counts

was 0.125 logs, on average. Themaximum absolute difference

between these means was 0.875 logs and no value of the 69

absolute differences exceeded 1 ormore logs, after accounting

for within-sample error. The average of the 69 within-sample

standard deviations, an indicator of within-sample measure-

ment error, was 0.229 logs at Time ¼ 0 and 0.215 logs at

Time ¼ 1.

The root mean squared error at Time ¼ 0 was 0.360 using

the Time ¼ 0 sample-specific concentration as the truth. The

root mean squared error at Time ¼ 1 was 0.388 using the

Time ¼ 0 sample-specific mean concentration as the truth.

Thus, we estimated that the root mean squared error

increased by 7.8% after holding e if we assume that the sub-

samples processed immediately have no bias. We found

similar results, in sensitivity analyses using mixed random

effects linear models (see Appendix B).
4. Discussion

The results of our study suggest several important conclu-

sions concerning Legionella culture analysis. First, we found

that Legionella levels were about 0.02e0.05 logs higher, on

average, and that the root-mean squared error was less than

10% higher after holding for 1 day. These changes associated

with holding time are relatively small compared to thewithin-

sample measurement error. Second, when accounting for

measurement error, we found that the absolute difference

between themean Time¼ 0 and Time¼ 1 results was small or

modest in nearly every sample, and for only one of 159 sam-

ples (less than 1%) changed by 1 log after holding. Thus, a

delay in processing such as that associated with the common

procedure of overnight shipping of water samples appears to

allow for reliable enumeration of Legionella bacteria. Third, we

found that within-sample measurement error (without using

concentration steps to supplement the method, i.e., direct

plating only) was about 0.3e0.5 logs. This was non-negligible,

but likely consistent with values reported from the European

proficiency testing (Lucas et al., 2011). Therefore, there is

inherent measurement error within Legionella culture anal-

ysis, even in subsamples processed identically and without

delay, which cannot be disregarded.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.05.025
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Whenwe did not account for within-samplemeasurement

error by using only one of the replicates, the sensitivity and

specificity of the held/shipped samples were relatively lower

e if we treat the immediately plated samples as the “gold

standard”. This lower sensitivity and specificity were due

primarily to measurement error and not to holding time

because once we accounted for measurement error in both

the Time¼ 0 and Time¼ 1 for direct plate (unfiltered) samples,

the estimated sensitivity and specificity increased (estimated

100% and 97.7%, respectively, when based on the median of

replicated subsamples). Thus, if we had ignored within-

sample measurement error we might have had very

different findings. The sensitivity and specificity reported here

would be even higher if concentration steps typically used as

part of our laboratory procedure for in-house laboratory

analysis, were applied in this study to both Time ¼ 0 and

Time ¼ 1 samples.

We note that sensitivity and specificity can be somewhat

artificial measures of data quality for Legionella culture counts

if the results are reported quantitatively, as we and several

others do. Furthermore, we and some others recommend a

graded interpretation of and response to Legionella culture

results, based on 4 or 5 levels or categories. Successively

higher Legionella levels and increased potential for exposure to

aerosols require greater need for response and action (Morris

and Shelton, 1990; European Working Group for Legionella

Infections (EWGLI) & European Surveillance Scheme for

Travel Associated Legionnaires' Disease (EWGLINET), 2005;

Health and Safety Commission, 2000; Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA), 1999; American

Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA), 2005). Also, a count

that, for example, erroneously falls into an action level range

that is higher than the true level for the samplewould likely be

close to the cut point between the levels (since root mean

squared error is not large).

Our results concerning the impact of holding time are not

inconsistent with those of Barbaree et al. (1988), although they

evaluatedmuch longer holding times (30 and 150 days). As did

we, they used replication. Their samples when held for 30

days at 25 �C, had an overall decrease in counts e but despite

the much longer delay, they found, much like us, that the

counts did not change in any sample by 1 log or more. Our

results are partly consistent with those of Boulanger and

Edelstein (1995), although they addressed a different goal

using a different study design: they primarily addressed the

recovery of Legionella from seeded tap water. However, they

report, as do we, substantial measurement error (which they

characterized as variability in the recovery rate). On the other

hand, they report lower sensitivity (18e30% for counts

<50 CFU/ml) than did we (75% at Time ¼ 1, restricted to

samples with a count <50 CFU/ml based on treating Time ¼ 0

median as the truth), although this might be accounted for by

differences in culture methods and our use of real-world

samples and an operational gold standard, rather than

seeded samples with known concentrations. Furthermore,

Boulanger and Edelstein report that reduced recovery of

Legionella is attributed to cast membrane filtration, centrifu-

gation, and acid treatment (Boulanger and Edelstein, 1995).

We found less than 1% of the Legionella counts changed by 1

log or more after holding once we accounted for within-
sample measurement error. A key reason for our finding

probably reflects replication to account for within-sample

measurement. This contention is supported by a computer

experiment and by theoretical calculations: if the delays had

had no effect, one would have expected to find, on average,

approximately half the samples changing by 1 log or more

from Time ¼ 0 to Time ¼ 1. In our computer experiment, we

simulated no effect of holding, but included normally

distributed measurement errors having a 1-log standard de-

viation (for reference one group (McCoy et al., 2012) refers to

an “accuracy” of about 1 order of magnitude for real-world

samples). In 100,000 simulated subsamples, 48% of samples

changed by 1 log or more. These simulated percentages are

much higher than those we founde reflecting the importance

of accounting for measurement error. In another computer

experiment, we also simulated an effect of holding combined

with the measurement error; in this second experiment more

than 70% of samples changed by 1 log or more (depending on

the magnitude of holding effect) e more than the 48% seen

when there is no effect of holding time. [The r-program we

used to simulate measurement error and sample-to-sample

variability before splitting the samples is available on

request.] This computer experiment and theoretical calcula-

tion strongly suggest that results can be heavily influenced by

measurement error alone. If measurement error is ignored

differences can occur and give the improper impression that

holding time is having an effect.

There are some limitations to our study that should be

noted. For some samples (Group A) the Time ¼ 0 plates were

shipped overnight thus interrupting the incubation time, but

for other samples (Group B) the Time ¼ 0 plates did not have

an interruption in incubation. Also, the Time ¼ 1 subsamples

for Group A were shipped, but the Time ¼ 1 subsamples for

Group B were held overnight at room temperature (21e23 �C)
to simulate a delay in processing due to shipping. However,

the results from these two groups were very similar (see, e.g.

Section 3.2 and Table 3).

Another possible limitation is that we only assessed a

holding/shipping time of approximately one day. It is possible

that samples shipped by methods slower than overnight de-

livery, or from more distant locations requiring longer ship-

ping times, could experience higher holding time effects than

what we report. However, a majority of our samples (Group A,

Time¼ 1) were actually shipped across the country so they are

representative of delays due to real-world overnight shipping

which we and others recommend. Also, using various statis-

tical approaches, we provide several measures of the amount

of error introduced by holding time. In reality, these estimates

for Group A include error not only from holding time, but also

from the limitations introduced by performing sampling in

the field rather than under controlled laboratory conditions.

For example, it could be anticipated that shipping the field

inoculated petri dishes in less than ideal incubation condi-

tions during the critical growth phase of the organisms may

have an effect of slowing growth and potentially lowering the

resulting count. However, this limitation does not apply to the

69 Group B samples (all processing and holding occurred in the

laboratory).

Because of practical limitations in the field portion of this

study and for consistency of the field and laboratory analyses,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2014.05.025
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we did not include filter concentration steps as a component

of sample processing. Filtration otherwise would be a normal

component of our analytical procedure for samples processed

at our laboratory. Because we accounted for within-sample

measurement error (by replication), the added step of filtra-

tion should have had a relatively smaller effect and is not

required for our assessment of the impact of holding time, our

primary study goal. In particular, Legionella counts changed

only slightly after holding/shipping (about a 1-day delay) and

in only 1 sample did the sample-specific mean change by 1 log

or more. Our secondary goal, assessing the magnitude of

measurement error before and after holding, concerns pri-

marily the direct culture (unfiltered) results. Our supple-

mental results (Appendix D) for within-sample measurement

error in the 26 cultures processed with filtration (and also

without) give some guidance for within-samplemeasurement

error when filtration is also performed. It is likely, and

consistent with our supplemental results, that the inherent

measurement error we report would be similar or even lower,

and sensitivity and specificity higher, for samples processed

using concentration steps e especially so for samples with

lower counts, closer to the detection limit.
5. Conclusions

� In our evaluation of the effect of holding/shipping time on

Legionella culture results, we found thatmeasurement error

that is inherent in culture results was important.

� After fully accounting for measurement error, the sensi-

tivity and specificity of held/shipped samples were both

very high.

� Compared with the inherent measurement error in culture

results, holding had only a small effect on results. In fact,

holding increased the estimated root mean-squared error

by less than 10%.

� Holding time, in particular for samples received at our

laboratory within one hour of collection (Group B samples),

appears to haveminimal effect on quantitative results e in

none of the Group B samples did the culture result change

by 1 log or more.

� Our results suggest that delays in sample processing such

as those due to shipping water samples via overnight ser-

vices does not lead to invalid results and should not have a

practical impact on interpretation of Legionella culture

results.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix we justify our estimate of the root mean

squared error (RMSE), when the goal is to estimate the true

mean in each sample at time 0. We make a “worst case”

assumption e that the true mean in each sample at time 0 is

estimated without bias by the cultures processed immedi-

ately. In other words, we assume that with a very large

number of repetitions (we used 8) the mean of the cultures

processed at time 0 would be arbitrarily close to the true

mean. If the assumption is incorrect and the time 1 mean is

less biased than the time 0 mean, we would tend to under-

estimate the RMSE at time 0 and overestimate the RMSE at

time 1.

With this worst case assumption, the mean squared error

in the samples cultured at time 0 (denoted by MSE0) is the

average of the sample-specific variances for the samples

processed at time 0. Thus, MSE0 is consistently estimated by

MbSE0 ¼ 1
7S

XS

s¼1

X8

k¼1

Ys;0;k � ys;0

� �2

(1)

so in expectation

E

� dMSE0

�
¼ 1

S

XS

s¼1

1
7

X8

k¼1

E

��
Ys;0;k � ys;0

�2
�
¼ 1

S

XS

s¼1

s2
s;0 (2)

where: Ys,t,k is the cfu perml, in sample s, at time t, repetition k

for s¼ 1,…, S, t¼ 0, 1 and k¼ 1,…,8; ys;0 is the observedmean of

the 8 subsamples of sample s at time 0; and, s2
s;0 is the mea-

surement error variance in sample s at time 0. We estimate

the MSE in the time 1 samples (MSE1) as:

dMSE1 ¼ 1
8S

XS

s¼1

X8

k¼1

�
Ys;1;k � ys;0

�2

� dMSE0=8 (3)

The root mean squared error is estimated as the square

roots of these quantities. We define the MSE in the sample at

time 1 as:

MSE1 ¼ 1
8S

XS

s¼1

X8

k¼1

�
Ys;1;k � ms;0

	2
(4)

where ms;1 and ms;0 are the truemeans in sample s at time 1 and

0, respectively. The right hand side of Equation (4) is the

overall mean squared error e the average over samples of the

sample-specific mean squared errors.
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We now show that the expected value of our estimate in

Equation (3) equals MSE1, as defined in Equation (4). By adding

and subtracting the true means, we can rewrite Equation (3)

as:

dMSE1 ¼ 1
8S

XS

s¼1

X8

k¼1

�
Ys;1;k � ms;0 þ ms;0 � ys;0

�2
� dMSE0=8 (5)

Taking Expectations, E[.] on both sides of Equation (5) and

re-writing we obtain:

where we have used E½ðYs;1;k � ms;0Þðms;0 � ys;0Þ� ¼ 0;
E

� dMSE1

�
¼ 1

8S
E

2
4XS

s¼1

X8

k¼1


�
Ys;1;k � ms;0

	2 þ �
ms;0 � ys;0

�2
þ 2

�
Ys;1;k � ms;0

	�
ms;0 � ys;0

��
�

dMSE0

8

3
5

¼ 1
8S

XS
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X8

k¼1



E
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��
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þ 2E
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�i�
�

dE½MSE0�
8
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E
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8�

dE½MSE0�
8

¼ 1
8S
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s¼1
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E
h�
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(6)
PS
s¼1

P8
k¼1E½ðms;0 � ys;0Þ2� ¼

PS
s¼1s

2
s;0 ¼ S∙E½ dMSE0 �. The last line in

Equation (6) is the same as definition of MSE1 (right hand side

of Equation (4)), proving that the estimate of MSE1 we use

correctly estimates the mean squared error, averaged over

samples, under our worst case assumption.
Appendix B. Sensitivity analyses e mixed
random effects linear model

Methods: For completeness and as additional sensitivity an-

alyses, we also analyzed our experimental data using amixed,

random effects linear model, with fixed effects for sample, a

random effect for method within sample (either immediate or

held), and a random error term. We used a logarithmic

transformation (base 10) to improve normality and to decrease

the impact of unusually high values. Although the distribution

of counts even after logarithmic transformation was some-

what skewed when we studied all samples, they provided

alternative, supplementary estimates of measurement error.

We also use a BoxeCox approach; the inverse square root

transformation yielded a slightly lower error sum of squares

than other transformations, but even so use of this trans-

formation yielded a similar pattern of results to use of the

logarithmic transformation in that the within sample error

(square root of the mean squared error) was substantially

largerthan the average change after holding/shipping. Other

models, such as including a random rather than fixed effect

for sample also yielded similar patterns.

Results: Themixed random-effects linearmodels indicated

a similar pattern. We found an average increase in counts

from Time ¼ 0 to Time ¼ 1 of 0.02 logs. The estimated mea-

surement error standard deviation was about 0.34 logs, and

the additional error associated with holding time was small

(0.10 logs) e both consistent with our direct estimates. The

pattern was similar with no transformation and with the in-

verse square root transformation.
Mixed random-effects linear models indicated a similar

pattern when we evaluated the 82 positive samples. Here the

distribution was more nearly bell-shaped after logarithmic

transformation. We found an average increase from Time ¼ 0

to Time ¼ 1 of 0.04 logs. The estimated measurement error

standard deviation was about 0.47 logs, and the additional

error associatedwith holding timewas small (variance¼ 0.02).

The pattern was similar with no transformation, with the in-

verse square root transformation and with the logarithmic

transformation.
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